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1. INTRODUCTION

Research into mobile robotics has recently made
remarkable progress; mobile robots now perform
sophisticated and complicated tasks through coop-
eration. Many studies are being conducted on coop-
eration, which enables a group of simple robots to
accomplish tasks such as exploration,1] 7 map gener-
ation,8,9 and transportation.10 ] 13

The above cooperation generally requires inter-
robot communication. Many robotic researchers
have studied this subject, and those studies can be
classified into global and local inter-robot communi-
cation. When only a few robots are included in the
cooperative system, global communication,14 ] 16 in
which the information transmission is centrally con-
trolled, works well. In an environment where there
are many robots, however, it has the following
drawbacks:

v The information transmission efficiency be-
comes low when a single communication
medium is assigned to many robots, as in a
radio network.

v If a central station manages the communica-
tion in the area, an increased load may cause
a communication bottleneck and insufficient
fault tolerance.

v In most cases, a robot can determine its be-
havior by using local communication only and
does not need global information from the
whole system.

For these reasons, local communication is used
more frequently.7,17,18 for many-robot systems. This
paper also introduces a local communication model
in which the information is sent within a limited
area in the form of a packet. This model offers the
following advantages:

v The communication can be easily imple-
mented by using an infrared device19 or cam-
era image.20

v Information transmission takes place in a dis-
tributed and concurrent manner, which re-
duces excessive information processing.

v The overall system becomes robust against
the addition, removal, or breakdown of the
robots.

The local communication model is therefore suitable
for a distributed system with many mobile robots.

Information about a specific task is diffused among
the robots through repeated local transmission and
robot motion.

This paper deals with cooperative tasks consist-
ing of the following two steps, shown in Figure 1:

( )a Communication regarding a task to the
number of robots required by the task. This
information would include the attributes of

Žmultiple tasks e.g., the place and type of
.task .

( )b Communication regarding task execution.
This information would include the status of

Žtask execution e.g., constructing a map in
the case of a cooperative map generation

.task .

These procedures can generally be applied to
most multirobot cooperative tasks.

Ž .Step a is important, since it is necessary when-
ever a cooperative task is executed. The task infor-
mation only needs to be transmitted locally to the

Ž .required number of robots. In step b also, tasks
like map generation or cooperative transfer can be
executed through a local information exchange be-
tween the robots involved.

Ž .Thus cooperative tasks that consist of steps a
Ž .and b can be realized by using the simple local

communication model. The same information packet

Figure 1. Two types of communication for cooperation.
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is sent out several times to ensure reliability due to
Žstochastic transmission characteristics as with a

.computer network .
Task execution performance is improved by re-

ducing the time required for transmitting the task
information from the task detector to nearby robots

Ž .in communication a , and among cooperating robots
Ž .in b . The communication area design is very im-

portant because it takes too long for information to
be received by the required robots if the local com-
munication area is too large or too small.

Most recent research utilizes local communica-
tion for multiple mobile robot systems.7,17,18,21 The
communication area, however, has been determined
through trial and error from many simulation trials.
This time-consuming design procedure using simu-
lations must be repeated every time changes are
made in the robotic system. Although the communi-
cation area design is important, using a mathemati-
cal analysis of the information transmission is rarely
discussed.

There are some studies in the field of communi-
cation theory,22 but they involve radio computer
network systems and are not directly applicable in
dynamic systems in which various cooperative tasks
are given and robots are moving continuously.

This paper aims to establish a design method
for an optimal communication area based on analy-
sis. As a preliminary step, we model several cooper-
ative tasks and information transmission using
stochastic distributions and a differential equation.
The optimal communication area is derived by min-
imizing the average transmission time, which is
used as the evaluation function in this paper. The
effectiveness of the design method is verified by
computer simulations and experiments using multi-
ple robots.

2. LOCAL COMMUNICATION MODEL

2.1. Local Communication Model

We employed a simplified model, briefly described
below.

( )1 Each robot sends out information in the form
of a packet within limited area A.

( )2 Each robot executes an information recep-
tion process following each time unit long
enough for information acquisition. If there
is any available information, the robot re-
ceives it.

( )3 Each robot sends out an information packet
with probability p within a time unit.e

( )4 There is an upper limit c in the number of
robots from which a robot can obtain pack-
ets.

( )5 All robots have the same communication
and motion capacities.

Ž .The capacity of the information packet in 1 is
determined so that it can include the contents ex-

Ž .plained in the previous section. Activity 1 also
simulates a local broadcast model, as illustrated in
Figure 2.

Based on the content of information II, we de-
fine the robots that have already obtained II as

Ž .I-Robots Informed , and those not informed as N-
Ž .Robots Not Informed .
Ž .In 2 above, the time is regularized in such a

way that the analysis is generally applicable to
Ž .various cases. Parameter p in 3 represents howe

frequently each robot transmits an information
Ž .packet during task execution Fig. 2 . If sparsely

scattered robots are conducting an exploring task in
a large area, they can spend most of the time for the
task and do not need to communicate so often. By
contrast, transporting a heavy object by many robots
may require frequent information exchange to cor-
rect position errors. The interval T between infor-com
mation transmission can be determined according to
the cooperative task in this way. If T is longercom
than a time unit, p equals to the reciprocal of T ;e com

Ž .otherwise, p equals T . Value c in 4 corre-e com
sponds to the communication capacity of the robots.
We call p the information output probability and ce
the information acquisition capacity. If a robot finds
more than c robots transmitting information, we
propose two possibilities:

v The robot cannot receive any information
Ž .packets interfering communication ;

Figure 2. Model of local communication.
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Figure 3. Information diffusion among robots.

v The robot receives information packets from c
Ž .robots noninterfering communication .

An example of the former case is infrared or radio
communication, and the latter corresponds to com-
munication using images.

We define information transmission probability P
as the probability that a robot can successfully re-
ceive information sent out by another robot. This
measure is important when the communication area
is optimized in the analysis that follows. During

Ž . Ž .communication steps a and b defined in Section
1, information is diffused between robots by re-
peated local transmissions and robot motion. We
refer to the ratio of I-Robots for the specific content
of information II at time t as the information diffu-

Ž .sion ratio r t , which represents the information dif-
fusion process shown in Figure 3.

The design parameter in this paper is communi-
cation area A or radius R . As explained later, thec
input parameters of the design are the robot density

Žr in the environment, and p and c determinede
.from tasks and the robots’ capacity . Value x, shown

in Figure 2, is defined as the product of r and A
and denotes the average number in the communica-
tion area. In the course of the analysis in Section 3,
we use x as the design parameter to give a clearer
perspective.

2.2. Models of Cooperative Tasks

Ž .We modeled three typical cooperative tasks Fig. 4
for multiple robots:

( ) 2,8i Random search of the area. Robots move
randomly searching the environment.

( ) 11 ] 13ii Cooperative transfer. Robots coopera-
tively transport a circular object and are

Ž Ž ..disposed on the circumference Fig. 4 ii .
( ) 4,5iii Search in assigned area. Each robot

Žsearches an assigned square area Fig.
Ž ..4 iii .

Ž .Figure 4. Model of cooperative tasks. ii Cooperative
Ž .transfer. iii Search in assigned area.

Ž .Task i is a fundamental search and is mainly
Ž . Ž . Ž .used as the task notification a . In ii and iii , the

radius of the circle and the length of the edge are
normalized to a unit length so that the analysis can
be extended to other dimensions. Robots are located
randomly on the circumference or in the square area
to accommodate various task configurations.

The motion of the robot is determined by the
task and the robot mechanism. We define v as the
velocity of motion and MM as the set of other param-
eters that determine the robots’ movements.

From these contents given in Section 2.1, the
information diffused between robots can be de-
scribed by

( )a Notification: information about multiple
tasks;

( )b task execution: parts changed by robots in a
Ž .common data format such as a map uti-

lized in the execution of the task.

Since the packet can include information regarding
multiple tasks and the changed parts of the data
format, the different information contents are dif-
fused independently.

Table I summarizes the design and input
parameters. The evaluation function to be mini-
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Table I. Parameters of local communication system.

Types of Critical factors
parameters Symbol Variable deciding variable

Design A Communication area
parameters Rc

Input r Robot density Constant in the environment
Parameters v Velocity of motion Robot mechanism

MM Type of motion and task specs
c Information acquisition capacity Communication capacity
p Information output probability Task specse

mized is the transmission time W, as mentioned in
Section 1.

3. FORMULATING THE
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

The goal of this paper is to derive the communica-
Ž .tion area A or R , which minimizes the infor-o p t co p t

Žmation transmission time W the evaluation func-
.tion . Since W can be represented by using the

Ž .information transmission probability P, A Ro pt co p t
Ž . Ž .is obtained by the following steps A and B , also

outlined in Figure 5:

( )A P is computed using the parameters de-
fined in Section 2.

( ) Ž .B x R is derived by minimizing W,o p t co p t
Ž .represented with respect to P Section 4 .

This section deals with the analysis correspond-
Ž .ing to step A in Figure 5. In Section 3.1, the spatial

distribution for each task will be modeled, followed
Ž .by the analysis of P. We derive P as P c, p , x fore

transmission to an arbitrary robot as the primary
Ž .case of fundamental communication. Here x sr A

is used in place of A to simplify the analysis. When
applying this analysis to a transmission to multiple

Ž .robots, the information diffusion ratio r t must be
considered. Consequently, P can be obtained as
Ž .P c, p , x, t . We refer to P and P as P for inter-e I N

fering and noninterfering communication.

3.1. Modeling Spatial Distribution of Robots

We model the spatial distribution of the robots for
each task explained in Section 2.2 by calculating the
following probability:

w < Ž .x wProb i i;SS A 'Prob i robots exist in the area

Ž .x Ž .average number in it: x 1

Figure 5. Structure of the analysis.

Ž .where SS A denotes the region included in com-
Ž .munication area A. SS R in Section 3.1.2 is de-c

fined for the cooperative transfer task in the same
way.

3.1.1. Random Search of the Environment

In the random search task, we assume that each
robot changes its moving direction randomly in a

Ž .range "u 0FuFpr4 every t unit times.
When points are disposed randomly on a plane,

the number of points in a certain area is Poisson-
distributed.22 This characteristic can also be applied
when robots individually make random move-
ments, which can be verified by computer simula-
tions.23 Then the distribution of robots is expressed
as

i� 4r A
yr Aw < Ž .x Ž .Prob i i;SS A s e 2

i!

3.1.2. Cooperative Transfer

We assume in this task that robots transfer a circu-
lar object by changing their grasping point.11,13 The
communication range R is designed for m robotsc
located on the circumference, as shown in Figure 4
Ž .ii . The density of robots around a robot is ex-

Ž .pressed by the linear density my1 r2p . The aver-
age number of robots m in the communication area
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with a radius of R is expressed as a product of thec
Ž .density my1 r2p and the length 4c of the arc

Ž . w <included in the area Fig. 6 . It follows that Prob i i
Ž .x;SS x can be expressed using a binomial distribu-

Ž .tion with a probability mr my1 that robots exist
in the communication area:

Ž .2 my1 Rcy1ms sin
p 2

im
w < Ž .xProb i i;SS R s Cc my1 i ž /my1

Ž .3

my 1yim
= 1yž /my1

3.1.3. Search in Assigned Area

Ž .The task shown in Figure 4 iii assumes that robots
search or sweep in certain assigned areas.5 The
robot density is 1, since one robot is assigned in a
square with area 1.

The spatial distribution of robots in this task
varies, depending on communication area A. It is
difficult to obtain an analytical model applicable for
all of A; thus we approximate the spatial distribu-

w < Ž .xtion Prob i i;SS A by using a normal distribution
with an average number of robots m existing in the
communication area and its variance V, which are
given by computer simulations.

We adopt the following approximation as one
model that fits the simulations well:

3
3'Ž . Ž .'ms r A q1 y1, Vs0.6 m 4

3.2. Information Transmission Probability

We are now ready to investigate the information
transmission probability P by using the spatial dis-
tributions derived so far. In the next section, the

Figure 6. Analysis of spatial distribution in cooperative
transfer.

information transmission time W is evaluated using
P.

In the most fundamental case, P is derived as
Ž .P c, p , x for transmission to an arbitrary robot. Toe

Ž .simplify the analysis, we use x sr A instead of A
Ž . Ž . Ž .for tasks i and iii in Figure 4. For task ii , R isc

used as the parameter corresponding to x; once the
fundamental analysis of the simple transmission is
finished, it is extended to obtain P for the transmis-
sion to multiple robots through information diffu-
sion. We distinguish P and P for interfering andI N
noninterfering communication in the following
analysis.

3.2.1. Information Transmission Probability to an
Arbitrary Robot

We define the probability Q that there are i robotsi j
in the communication area and that j out of i robots
are sending out information packets. Q is thei j

w < Ž .xproduct of Prob i i;SS x and the binomial distri-
bution with information output probability p . It ise

Ž .then expressed as Q p , x :i j e

iy jjŽ . w < Ž .x Ž . Ž .Q p , x sProb i i;SS A C p 1yp 5ii j e j e e

Now we consider Py the probability P that a
robot can obtain the information sent out from other
robots using the derived Q . The probabilities ofi j

the following two independent events should be
combined for interfering communication:

v iFc: Information is always receivable over
the range jF iFc, since at most there are c
robots sending out information and no inter-
ference occurs.

v iGcq1: Information cannot be received un-
less jFc robots out of i send out informa-
tion. The corresponding probability is given

Ž .by the summation of Q p , x for iGcq1,i j e
jFc.

Ž .The P in 6 is obtained by adding the two terms.I
For interfering communication, c robots can obtain
information even if there are more than c sending
robots. This is calculated by

v jGcq1: Information can be received from c
out of j robots sending information. The
probability of reception of a specific content

Ž . Ž .of information is crj Q p , x . The corre-i j e
sponding term is calculated as the summa-

Ž . Ž .tion of crj Q p , x over the range iGcq1,i j e
iG jGcq1.
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Ž .In 7 below, P is obtained by adding this term toN
P :I

c i

Ž . Ž .P c, p , x s Q p , xÝ ÝI e i j e
is1 js1

` c

Ž . Ž .q Q p , x 6Ý Ý i j e
iscq1 js1

Ž . Ž .P c, p , x sP c, p , xN e I e

` i c
Ž . Ž .q Q p , x 7Ý Ý i j ejiscq1 jscq1

3.2.2. Information Transmission Probability to
Multiple Robots

In this case, P takes different values according to
the diffusion ratio of information. The information

Ž .diffusion ratio r t represents the ratio of an I-Robot
with respect to a specific content of information II
at time t. The following analysis considers whether
information II is included when a robot receives a
packet.

Ž .We defined Q p , x as the probability thati j e
there are j sending robots among i of those in the

Ž .communication area. Let r t be the probabilityj

that there is at least one I-Robot for i among j
robots. This is given as

jŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .r t s1y 1yr t 8j

Ž .Thus P c, p , x, t , with respect to information II ate
time t, is computed for interfering and noninterfer-

Ž . Ž .ing communication from 6 and 7 as follows:
c i

Ž . Ž . Ž .P c, p , x , t s Q p , x r tÝ ÝI e i j e j
is1 js1

` c

Ž . Ž . Ž .q Q p , x r t 9Ý Ý i j e j
iscq1 js1

Ž . Ž .P c, p , x , t sP c, p , x , tN e I e

` i

Ž . Ž . Ž .q Q p , x r t 10Ý Ý i j e c
iscq1 jscq1

4. OPTIMAL COMMUNICATION AREA

Ž .Step B in Figure 5 is described in this section.
After analyzing the information transmission time
W as the evaluation function, we will derive the
optimal communication area that minimizes W for
transmission to an arbitrary robot and to multiple

robots. The analysis below deals mainly with inter-
fering communication, since the same computation
applies for noninterfering communication.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we use the average
Ž .number of robots x sr A instead of communica-

Ž .tion area A to clarify the analysis in tasks i and
Ž .iii . Since r is a constant value in the environment,
A is easily calculated from the optimal value xo pt o p t
as x rr. It is also straightforward to know theo p t
characteristics of A, since x is proportional to A.

In the following analysis, we will derive the
Ž Ž ..x R in task ii that minimizes W.o p t co p t

4.1. Information Transmission Time

4.1.1. To an Arbitrary Robot

In this case, the information transmission time W is
the number of time units elapsed before the output
information is transmitted to another arbitrary robot.
Since the probability that the information is trans-
mitted at each time unit is P, the probability that it
takes k time units to succeed in transmission is

Ž .ky1expressed as the geometric distribution P 1yP .
The average transmission time W is calculated by

1
Ž .Ws 11

P

as seen in the literature.24 The value of x thato p t
Ž .minimizes W is obtained by maximizing P in 6

Ž .and 7 for transmission to an arbitrary robot.

4.1.2. To Multiple Robots

To calculate the x that minimizes the transmis-o p t
sion time to multiple robots, the information diffu-
sion process is analyzed, taking the robots’ motion
into consideration. The differential equation for the

Ž .information diffusion ratio r t is derived based on
23 Ž .our previous analysis. The increment of r t per

Ž .time D t, D r t , corresponds to the ratio of newly
generated I-Robots at time t and is proportional to

Ž .the product of P and the ratio of N-Robots 1yr t .
We can express the equation of information diffu-

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sion using r t and P c, p , x, t in 9 or 10 ase

Ž .dr t
Ž . Ž . � Ž .4 Ž .sb v , MM , x P c, p , x , t 1yr t 12edt

Ž .In the equation, b v, MM, x is a coefficient represent-
ing the effect of robot motion parameters such as v
and MM.

Ž . Ž .On the left side of Eq. 12 , dr t rdt represents
the ‘‘diffusion velocity’’; the larger the value of
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Ž .dr t rdt, the more rapidly information is diffused.
We can obtain x , minimizing W to multipleo p t

Žrobots, by calculating x, which maximizes b v,
. Ž . Ž .MM, x P c, p , x, t in the right side of Eq. 12 .e

4.2. Optimal Communication Area

4.2.1. To An Arbitrary Robot

To compute x , first we express P as the functiono p t
Ž .of p , x for the fixed information acquisition ca-e

pacity c. The graph of P for constant c looks like
Ž .Figure 7, in terms of p , x . The example in Figuree

7 concerns the case of a random search task, cs1,
interfering communication.

Next, according to information output probabil-
ity p , which varies depending on the content of thee
task, the optimal communication are x is ob-o p t
tained as the value of x maximizing P, indicated
by Max of P in Figure 7.I

The values of x are plotted in terms of p ino p t e
Ž .Figure 8, which is the projection onto a plain p , xe

of the curve represented by Max of P in Figure 7.I
We can easily obtain the values of x for variouso p t
p from this graph.e

For a random search task with interfering com-
Ž . Ž . Ž .munication, P c, p , x is arranged from 2 and 6I e

as follows:

kc Ž .p xeyp xeŽ . Ž .P c, p , x se y1 13ÝI e ž /k !ks0

Ž . Ž .By solving drdx P c, p , x s0, we can derive thee

Ž . Ž .Figure 7. P plotted versus p , x random search, cs1 .e

Ž .Figure 8. x plotted versus p random search, cs1 .opt e

x that maximizes P by a simple formula:o p t

cc 'c! c!
Ž .x s s 14o p t c( p pe e

Ž .In 14 , x is in inverse proportion to the informa-o p t
tion output probability p . This indicates that thee

Ž .communication area should be small large when
the frequency of information transmission is high
Ž .low , which agrees with our findings.

Ž .The result in 14 also implies that x in-o p t
creases as the information acquisition capacity c
becomes larger. Therefore, the communication range
can be enlarged for improved communication ca-
pacity. However, we must note that x is noto p t
simply proportional to c, as in x scrp .o p t e

We can also estimate the optimal radius Rco pt
of the communication area for the cooperative trans-
fer task. The probability P , corresponding to theI
graph in Figure 7, is derived using the total robot
number m and the information acquisition capacity
c. It is given as follows, using m:

c i my1yim p m pe eŽ .P c, p , m s C 1yÝI e my1 i ž / ž /my1 my1is1

Ž .15

Similar to the random search task, R is obtainedco p t
by calculating the m that maximizes P in accor-o p t I
dance with a given p . This is sufficient to derivee
the graph in Figure 8, and m is inversely propor-o p t
tional to p .e

We can also model x for the task of searchingo p t
in an assigned area. Furthermore, the optimization
method is also applicable to noninterfering commu-
nication.
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4.2.2. To Multiple Robots

Applying the same analytical procedure to trans-
mission to an arbitrary robot, we derive the optimal

Žcommunication area with which the part b v, MM,
. Ž . Ž .x P c, p , x, t in 12 takes the minimum as thee

evaluation function.
The coefficient b , which represents the effect of

robot motion on information diffusion, is deter-
mined by the velocity v, the period, and the range
of motion direction change t , u .23 When information
is transmitted to multiple robots, x can be mod-o p t
eled as a function inversely proportional to p , as ine

Ž . Ž .x s f c rp qg c . For instance, x is calculatedo p t e o p t
as 0.85 for the random search task with interfering
communication, whose principal parameters are cs

Ž .1 and p s1.0. Using formula 13 , the equation ofe
Ž .information diffusion 12 becomes

Ž .dr t
Ž . � Ž .4sar t 1yr t

dt

Ž . yp e x Ž .where asb v , MM , x e p x 16e

Ž .This is a logistic equation whose solution r t is

1
Ž . Ž .r t s 17ya tŽŽ Ž .. Ž ..1q 1yr 0 rr 0 e

Ž . Ž .where r 0 is the initial value of r t at ts0. The
Ž . Ž .information diffusion process r t shown in 17 is

plotted in terms of time t in Figure 9 with robot
density rs0.125, visible angle 3608, and motion

Ž . Ž w x.parameters v, u , t s 0.2, 608, 3 time units .
It is observed that information is transmitted

most rapidly with an optimal area of x s0.85,o p t
while the diffusion is slower if x is larger or smaller
than x . This demonstrates that the designed opti-o p t
mal communication area achieves the minimum
transmission time.

Ž . ŽFigure 9. Comparison of information diffusion r t cs
.1, p s1.0 .e

5. INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
SIMULATION

We conducted several simulations to verify the
analysis of information transmission and optimal
communication area. Local communication between
multiple cooperating robots is implemented on
computers in the simulations. This chapter discuss-
es only the interfering communication computed in
Ž . Ž .6 and 9 , since noninterfering communication can
also be verified by considering the additional terms

Ž . Ž .in 7 and 10 .

5.1. To An Arbitrary Robot

Multiple mobile robots that perform the tasks mod-
eled in Section 2.2 were implemented on computers
using Cqq programming language. The informa-
tion is simulated for various p in each task, usinge
the parameters shown in Table II.

Table II. Simulation environments for various tasks.

Ž . Ž . Ž .i Random ii Cooperative iii Search in
search transfer assigned areas

Task environment Located randomly 5=5
5=5 on the circumference search area:

1=1 square
No. of robots 25 10 25
Design parameter Area A Radius R Area Ac
c: Information acquisition 1

capacity
p : Information output 0.3, 0.5, 0.8e

probability
w xTotal simulation 500 time unit

time
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Figure 10. Information transmission probability P ver-I
Ž . Ž . Ž .sus p . i Random search. ii Cooperative transfer. iii .e

Search in assigned area.

Ž . Ž .The graphs in Figure 10 i ] iii show the simu-
Ž .lation results of P simulation with the theoreti-I

Ž .cally calculated values theory for various commu-
nication areas.

The values of the analysis agree well with those
of the simulations, and P takes the maximumI
values at the optimal communication areas pre-
dicted by the analysis of each task; the effectiveness

Ž .of the design based on the analysis is verified.
Ž .In Figure 10 i , the error becomes significant for

a larger value of x. This is because in the simulation
of a random search, occurrence of interference is
less probable when the robots reach the edge of the
environment. However, the model is sufficiently
accurate near the designed optimal communication
area x .o p t

5.2. To Multiple Robots

Since the analysis of information diffusion was veri-
fied as effective in our previous research,23 we will
only discuss here the validity of the optimal com-
munication area.

Figure 11 shows the simulation results of the
information diffusion for a random search task with
the same parameters as those used in Figure 9, for
xs0.4, 0.85, and 1.6 in the environment 20=20
where 50 robots are working.

The values obtained from the analysis corre-
spond well to those of the simulations, and the
greatest velocity of information diffusion is ob-
served at the derived optimal communication area
x s0.85.o p t

The effectiveness of the analysis can be simi-
larly verified for noninterfering communication and

Figure 11. Simulation result of information diffusion
Ž .cs1, p s1.0 .e
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other cooperative tasks. The optimal communication
area obtained from the analysis is also effective for
transmission to multiple robots.

We confirmed that the optimal communication
areas we derived are effective in simulations of a
robotic environment. We can now optimize the local
communication area for multiple mobile robots
without time-consuming simulations of information
transmission between many robots.

6. EXPERIMENT WITH
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

We performed simple experiments on information
transmission to verify the design principles of the
communication area. Local communication is real-
ized using an infrared device, so that the communi-
cation area can be limited and adjusted to the de-
sired distance, as illustrated in Figure 12.

6.1. System Configuration

The configuration of infrared local communication
system is shown in Figure 13. We used infrared
LEDs and sensors in the form of TV remote controls.

Ž .The modulation was Frequency Shift Keying FSK ,
and the transmission rate was 2400 bps. The com-
munication distance could be adjusted from 1 to 4
m by changing the current to LED from PC via the
DrA board.

The infrared LEDs were arranged circularly with
the four sensors in the center fro a 3608 communica-

Figure 12. Limitation and adjustment of local communi-
Ž . Ž .cation area. a Limitation. b Adjustment.

tion range. Figure 14 shows the communication de-
vice mounted on a mobile robot, equipped with a
relative positionrorientation sensing system using
signboards with LEDs and a video camera.20

6.2. Design Verification

We chose a random search as the basic task and
measured the information transmission probability
P of the receiver robot from transmitter robots ran-
domly distributed within a 2.5-m distance, as shown
in Figure 15.

This was interfering communication, with a
robot density rs0.092, and an information output
probability of p s1.0.e

The transmitter robots send out 200 bytes of
data, changing the communication distance from 1.0
to 2.5 m.

Figure 13. System configuration of infrared local communication system.
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Ž . Ž .Figure 14. a Infrared communication device. b Device
mounted on a mobile robot.

Figure 15. Experiment verificating optimal communica-
Ž .tion area random search .

Figure 16. Experimental results of information transmis-
sion probability P.

Figure 16 shows the experimental result of in-
formation transmission probability P compared to
the theoretical value calculated, using the method-
ology described in Section 4.2.1. As seen in Figure
16, P takes the maximum in the experiment at the
analytically derived optimal communication area
R . This demonstrates the effectiveness of theco p t
local communication area design.

We can also see that there is an offset between
the experimental and analytical values. One reason
for this is that the device does not realize interfering
communication completely; i.e., when there are two
robots on the same line from the receiver robot, the
more distant robot is shaded by the nearer, so
interference may not occur. This is to be studied in
future work.

Although we only demonstrated the random
search task, the effectiveness of the design for other
tasks can be likewise verified.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a design method for opti-
mizing the local communication area for multiple
mobile robots. Efficient cooperation requires that
the communication system transmit task informa-
tion to the appropriate robots in a minimum of
time. For this purpose, the information transmis-
sions are analyzed analytically to derive the optimal
communication area.

We first modeled the spatial distributions for
each task and derived the information transmission
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probability as an important measure for estimating
the transmission time.

The next step of the analysis expressed the
transmission time, using the information transmis-
sion probability in two cases: transmission to an
arbitrary robot and to multiple robots. The optimal
communication area was derived by minimizing the
information transmission time.

We observed that the obtained optimal commu-
nication area increases as the robots’ communica-
tion capacity increases, and is inversely propor-
tional to the information output probability, which
is determined from the cooperative tasks to be exe-
cuted. As the design method determines the explicit
relationship between the optimal area and the pa-
rameters characterizing the robots’ capacity and
tasks, it is able to adjust to configuration changes in
the robotic system.

We verified the effectiveness of these analytical
results by using computer simulations and experi-
ments with multiple robots. The derived design
method is useful for constructing an efficient local
communication system for many robots.
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